JOB DESCRIPTION
IT ERP GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN SPECIALIST

Job Description
This role is to support Supply Chain and Manufacturing BU leads to execute IT part of new programs
or Customer mandated initiatives on the 4 walls of the manufacturing sites impacting ERP systems.
Coordinate with Program managers the proper scoping of new programs and impact on Reydel IT
systems for proper quotation and deployment timing assessment.
Coordinate with Reydel MP&L managers the implementation of new programs demands on
manufacturing and logistics changes on ERPs managing the IT service providers.
The ERP Supply Chain Specialist is responsible to Interface with Operations Business partners to
provide systems solutions to fulfill business needs in parallel to help improving business practices
through ERP IT tools and processes for Supply Chain and Manufacturing business areas.
Main Tasks:








Support Reydel Operations leaders to identify priorities, facilitate progress and scheduling of
approved projects within ERP Supply Chain and Manufacturing areas.
Facilitate definition and implementation of plant processes including; manufacturing, customer
order management, MRP, production planning, production execution, supplier forecasting, JIT
releasing, internal and external kanban management, receiving and shipping.
Where necessary drive third party vendors or internal resources to coordinate completion of
project activities within timing and budget.
Lead activities to ensure that functional requirements are transformed into clear and concise
design specifications drive testing and successful business acceptance of final solution.
Oversee and project manage multiple concurrent ERP enhancements and initiatives for
company sites globally while coordinating Reydel Corporate initiatives.
Will lead locally project workshops, trainings and data migration processes.

Desired Skills and Experience








Bachelor’s degree with 3-4 years’ experience on ERP Supply Chain and Manufacturing
environments, preferably with QAD solutions.
Experience in the automotive industry is a must, with knowledge on best practices and
business flows in use at the automotive industry.
Used to work under pressure and execute all relevant tasks to meet given deadlines under the
supervision of the IT ERP-MES Global Supply Chain manager.
Experience defining and setting up new IT solutions designs based on customers and
business needs.
Experience in multinational environment used to works and define tasks to be executed by
other IT groups.
High level of English language essential.
Capable to manage internal and multiple multicultural external vendor ERP resources.

To apply, please send your complete file to: recigualada@reydel.com

